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Woody Species as Landscape
Modulators and Their Effect on
Biodiversity Patterns
MOSHE SHACHAK, BERTRAND BOEKEN, ELLI GRONER, RONEN KADMON, YAEL LUBIN, EHUD MERON,
GIDI NE’EMAN, AVI PEREVOLOTSKY, YEHOSHUA SHKEDY, AND EUGENE UNGAR

Ecological research on organism-environment interactions has developed asymmetrically. Modulation of organisms by the environment has received
much attention, while theoretical studies on the environmental impact of organisms have until recently been limited. We propose a theoretical
framework for studying the environmental impacts of woody plants in order to understand their effects on biodiversity. We adopt pattern formation
theory to discuss how woody plants organize ecological systems on the patch and landscape level through patch formation, and how organism
patchiness creates resource patchiness that affects biodiversity. We suggest an integrative model that links organisms as landscape modulators
through resource distribution and species filtering from larger to smaller spatial scales. Our “biodiversity cycling hypothesis” states that in organismmodulated landscapes, disturbance enables the coexistence of different developmental stages of vegetation patches, thereby increasing biodiversity.
This hypothesis emphasizes that species and landscape diversity vary with the development, renewal, maturation, and decay of biotically induced
patches.
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E

cology focuses on the reciprocal relationships
between organisms and their environment. Until recently, however, greater attention was devoted to theoretical
work concerning the impact of the environment on organisms than to work concerning the impact of organisms on the
environment. Ecologists have developed theoretical models
of how climate modulates the physiology, behavior, distribution, and abundance of organisms (Porter et al. 2000,
Helmuth et al. 2005). Similarly, they have studied how environmental disturbances, such as fire and drought, have modulated organisms’ evolution (Tilman and El Haddi 1992,
Barton et al. 2001). Ecological studies have also addressed
the effect of the biotic environment on organisms by using
mathematical models to explore competition and predation
processes.

By comparison, modeling of environmental modulation
by organisms has been limited. Ecosystem ecologists have
investigated the impact of organisms on nutrient fluxes in the
environment (Vanni 2002, Hartley and Jones 2004). Foresters
have examined how trees modify the abiotic and biotic
environment (Perry 1998). However, only recently have ecologists realized that understanding modulation of the environment by organisms requires a scientific framework that
encompasses concepts, theories, models, and methodologies
concerned with organism-induced environmental changes
(Jones et al. 1994, Odling-Smee et al. 2003). Ultimately, environmental modulation by organisms may prove as important for biodiversity studies as the shaping of organisms by
their environment (Jones and Lawton 1995, Day et al. 2003).
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All plants and animals modulate the landscape to some
extent. However, in terms of their effects on species richness,
woody plants can be considered primary landscape modulators. By creating biomass patches in about 40% of terrestrial ecosystems (House et al. 2003), woody plants have
significant environmental impacts (Perry 1998), changing
the distribution of resources in space and time and consequently the distribution and abundance of organisms. In this
article, we aim to develop a conceptual framework to
better understand biodiversity processes in the context of
environmental modulation induced by woody plants. Specifically, we ask: (a) How do woody plants modulate their environment? (b) How does modulation of the environment
affect species richness? and (c) What drives biodiversity
dynamics?
In addressing these questions, we will elaborate on the
concept of organisms as landscape modulators, use vegetation pattern formation theory to relate landscape modulation
and landscape diversity, and provide a conceptual model for
the dynamics of species richness and the formation of species
assemblages in a landscape modulated by woody vegetation.
On the basis of those points, we have formulated a “biodiversity cycling hypothesis,” which suggests that in biotically
modulated landscapes, components of species and landscape
diversity are not stable, but cycle through phases of development, maturation, decay, and renewal.

The concept of organism-modulated landscapes
Life and environmental impacts are inseparable phenomena. Organisms make their impact felt through exploitation
of resources and modulation of ecosystems and landscapes
(figure 1). Theories on the environmental impacts of organisms, communities, and ecosystems are well developed. Theories on environmental impacts resulting from ecosystem or
landscape modulation are less developed. The concept of
organisms as ecosystem engineers, which focuses on modulation processes, is relatively new and lacks a comprehensive
theoretical background (Wright and Jones 2006). Ecosystem engineers are defined as “organisms that directly or indirectly modulate the availability of resources to other species
by causing state changes in biotic and abiotic materials”
(Jones et al. 1994). This definition introduced modulation by
organisms as a driver of environmental impact but did not
explicitly distinguish between ecosystem and landscape modulation (figure 1).
We suggest that the division of ecosystem engineering into
two pathways, ecosystem and landscape modulation, is critical for understanding the role of modulation in controlling
biodiversity processes. Recognizing the two pathways is important for analysis of the effects of modulation on landscape
and species diversity. Studies of the effect on biodiversity of
resource redistribution and concentration in ecosystems require an approach that deals with the reciprocal relationships

Figure 1. Biotically induced environmental impacts and biodiversity. The impacts affect populations, communities,
ecosystems, and landscapes. Two basic processes drive environmental impact: (1) abiotic and biotic resource exploitation
(dashed arrows) and (2) ecosystem and landscape modulation (solid arrows). We focus on woody vegetation and its effects
on biodiversity through the landscape modulation pathway (the arrows on the right).
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between species and materials (Jones and Lawton 1995). The
effect of landscape modulation on biodiversity demands
landscape methodology that focuses on understanding the
reciprocal interactions between spatial heterogeneity and
ecological processes. Dividing modulation into two pathways makes it possible to integrate the processes of modulation with existing paradigms of two ecological subdisciplines,
ecosystem and landscape ecology.
Environmental impacts due to ecosystem modulation are
usually associated with bioturbation caused by burrowing animals (Whitford and Kay 1999, Reichman and Seabloom
2002). By mixing detritus with mineral soil, earthworms increase the rate of mineralization and redistribute nutrients
(Darwin 1881, Meysman et al. 2006). By transporting saline
soil from below ground to the surface, desert isopods enhance
desalinization processes that redistribute the salt over the
ecosystem (Shachak et al. 1995).
Landscape modulation via patch formation is common in
nature. Plants form biomass patches that increase landscape
diversity. Shrubs create water- and nutrient-enriched patches
in water-limited systems (Ludwig and Tongway 1995, Boeken
and Orenstein 2001). Animal activities also modify landscape mosaics. For example, bison (Bison bison) drive heterogeneity patterns in North American prairies. Desert
porcupines (Hystrix indica) introduce patches in the form of
pits that diversify the landscape.
The division of ecosystem engineering into ecosystem and
landscape modulation is essential when referring to plants that
cover a high proportion of the terrestrial landscape and substantially modulate the landscape by forming live biomass and
litter patches (Boeken and Orenstein 2001, Gabet et al. 2003,
Peters and Havstad 2006). We propose that the processes of
patch formation by vegetation, and especially by woody
plants that create distinct biomass patches, have major
nonconsumptive impacts on the landscape. Woody biomass
patches differ from the surrounding patches in many
aspects, such as shade, water, and litter regimes. The contrast
between the woody patch environment and its surroundings
affects organism assemblages (Badano et al. 2006, Wright et
al. 2006).
We define organisms that modify the landscape at the
patch and the mosaic (patch configuration) scales as landscape
modulators. The concept of landscape modulation is embedded in the concept of organisms as ecosystem engineers
(Jones et al. 1997), but our definition emphasizes the unique
environmental impact of landscape modulators on community structure via patch formation. This definition links landscape modulation with landscape ecology aimed at studying
the relation between structure and function in ecological
systems (Turner 2005). Landscape-modulator studies could
be viewed as a branch of landscape ecology that investigates
the relation between biotically made structures and ecological processes.
In the following section, we elaborate on structure-function
relationships in landscapes created by woody vegetation.
Using ideas and models from pattern formation theory, we
www.biosciencemag.org

develop the theoretical framework for linking structures and
processes in biotically modulated landscapes. Next, we
discuss the relationships between landscape diversity and
biotic landscape formation by woody plants acting as landscape modulators. Finally, we integrate landscape diversity and
species diversity to analyze the relationship between landscape
modulation and biodiversity.

Biomass patterns and landscape modulation
Using a landscape perspective to integrate plant biomass
patches made by a landscape modulator requires theoretical
tools that capture the mechanism of landscape formation by
vegetation. The theory of vegetation pattern formation can
help in understanding landscape modulation by woody plants
(box 1). We define pattern formation as the creation of a landscape state wherein the woody vegetation does not cover the
whole landscape, so that modulated and nonmodulated
patches coexist. Theory suggests that vegetation patterns
emerge as a consequence of interactions between plants and
their environment through the consumption of resources
and the modulation of their flows (Klausmeier 1999, HilleRisLambers et al. 2001, Lejeune et al. 2004, Rietkerk et al. 2004).
For example, models have shown that patterns of woody
vegetation form in water-limited systems when roots forage
and compete for water (exploitation) and when the woody
plant modifies soil properties in the patch so as to increase
water infiltration rates (modulation) (Gilad et al. 2004, Meron
et al. 2004). The modulation causes horizontal redistribution
of water among patches, which is a main factor in pattern formation. These models have shown that plant biomass patchiness derives from a positive feedback between biomass and
resource utilization (Gilad et al. 2004, Meron et al. 2004).
The models of pattern formation reproduce the diversity
of vegetation patterns observed in nature, such as holes,
labyrinths, stripes, and spots (box 1, figure 2; Lefever et al. 2000,
Okayasu and Aizawa 2001, von Hardenberg et al. 2001, Rietkerk et al. 2002), and predict how they change in relation
to water consumption and modulation of soil moisture
patchiness. The models also define the rainfall ranges, within
which different vegetation patterns are expected to coexist.
Models of vegetation pattern formation capture the essence
of landscape modulation by plants. Most of the models
refer to water-limited systems but are also applicable to
nutrient-limited systems and to areas where herbivory causes
vegetation patterns.
We propose that without external interference, woody vegetation as a landscape modulator creates the basic landscape
structures as suggested by the models. Pattern formation
theory enables us to reproduce biotic landscape structures
based on the two ecological processes, exploitation and modulation. It provides the foundation for further development
of an integrated framework combining vegetation as a landscape modulator with biodiversity. This requires understanding the effects of biomass patterns on landscape and
species processes, as described below.
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Box 1. Vegetation and landscape modulation: A modeling approach.
A recent mathematical model demonstrated the utility of pattern formation theory for understanding the mechanisms of landscape
modulation by vegetation (Gilad et al. 2004, 2007). The model demonstrates landscape changes by landscape modulators, which
generate plant biomass and soil moisture patches. The model contains three dynamic variables: (1) biomass density, representing the
aboveground plant biomass; (2) soil water density, describing the amount of soil water available to the plants per unit area of ground
surface; and (3) surface water, describing the height of a thin water layer above ground level during rain events. At large spatial scales,
the model produces a sequence of biomass patterns of gaps, stripes, and spots for decreasing precipitation values (figure 2a, 2b, 2c). This
sequence has also been found in other models of vegetation pattern formation (Lefever et al. 2000, von Hardenberg et al. 2001, Okayasu
and Aizawa 2001, Rietkerk et al. 2002). The model predicts ranges of precipitation that allow coexistence of two patterns. The
coexistence of different patterns increases landscape diversity.
This model also shows that small-scale multilayered patchiness is the product of landscape modulators’ resource modulation due to
change of soil properties, and exploitation due to root water uptake. Changes of soil properties are depicted by “infiltration feedback”;
that is, as vegetation patches grow, their infiltration rate increases, and as a consequence they consume more water and grow faster.
Changes in soil properties create infiltration contrast between these vegetation patches and unmodulated patches. Model simulations
show that the properties of the modulated biomass and soil moisture patches depend on the strength of the water infiltration and
uptake feedbacks.
The general implications of the model simulations are presented in figure 4. Under the same amount of rainfall, landscape modulation
varied depending on landscape-modulator traits relating to the modulation and exploitation of environmental resources. The
modulation traits entail the ability of the modulator to create a contrast in resources between the modulated and unmodulated patches.
The exploitation traits are related to root growth potential and the plants’ ability to consume water.

Biomass patterns and landscape diversity

Figure 2. Vegetation patterns along environmental
gradients. The model predicts a sequence of biomass
patterns—(a) spots, (b) stripes, and (c) gaps—along a
rainfall gradient. (d) Model simulations show the ranges
of precipitation values (p1 to p2) where biomass pattern
formation by landscape modulation occurs. Solid lines
represent stable solutions. From 0 to p1 on the precipitation gradient, bare soil persists. From p2 on, vegetation
cover is uniform. The dotted line E represents the biomass
of the modulated patches with the associated pattern
(a, b, or c). The dashed line B represents unstable bare
soil. Reprinted from Gilad and colleagues (2007). © 2007,
used with permission from Elsevier.
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Landscape diversity refers to the number and types of patches,
and to the differences among them in relation to resource
density, patch size and shape, and spatial distribution (Boeken
et al. 2005). The process of landscape modulation by biomass
pattern formation, as described in the previous section, affects
all of these components and produces higher landscape
diversity than without the landscape modulator.
To demonstrate the relationship between biomass pattern
and landscape diversity, we use the example of a spot pattern
in which patches of woody vegetation are islands in an open
area (figure 3). This two-dimensional space-biomass relationship captures the basic components of landscape diversity induced by the landscape modulator. The number of
biomass peaks indicates the number of landscape-modulator
patches (N), the width of the biomass peaks portrays the
space occupied by the biomass patches (A), and the height of
the biomass peaks depicts the difference in biomass density
between landscape-modulator patches and unmodified
patches (C). The distance, or unmodified space, between
biomass patches (S) determines spatial organization.
The environmental impact of a landscape modulator in relation to resource patch formation is complex. As indicated
in figure 3, the presence of a landscape modulator is associated with two coupled patch types: the biomass of the landscape modulator itself and the multilayered resource
patchiness that it engenders, which together define its overall impact on landscape diversity. Landscape diversity, in addition to direct biomass diversity, is also a function of the
www.biosciencemag.org
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number of water, nutrient, and litter patches; the differences
among them; and their structural and functional organization. The multilayered patchiness controls the flow of resources (Schlesinger et al. 1990, Ludwig and Tongway 1995)
and organisms (Soons et al. 2005) across the landscape,
and thus the contrast of resources between the landscape-modulator patches and the unmodulated area (Boeken and
Shachak 1994). The distribution and the multilayered patchiness of resources in the landscape increase heterogeneity
and thereby provide opportunities for more species to colonize the landscape (Tongway et al. 2001). The model of vegetation pattern formation (box 1) provides insight into the
mechanisms controlling multilayer resource patchiness by
woody plants (Gilad et al. 2004, 2007). It shows that resource
flow modulation and resource consumption feedbacks are the
main controllers for the creation of multilayered patchiness.
Gilad and colleagues (2004, 2007) demonstrated that the
modulation of water infiltration rate by plants creates differences in infiltration rates between the woody vegetation biomass patch and the unmodulated area. The infiltration
contrast, along with the root growth rate of the landscape
modulator, determines water consumption and controls the
formation of the double-layered patchiness of biomass and
water (box 1, figure 4).
In summary, models of vegetation pattern formation suggest that positive and negative feedbacks between biomass and
resources form a diverse multilayer patchwork. The multilayer
patchwork is a property of heterogeneous landscapes. For

Figure 3. A simplified representation of multiple-layer
landscape diversity induced by landscape-modulator (LM)
species. (a) An unmodulated area (brown) with a spotted
pattern of modulated biomass patches (green) and associated resource patches (red). (b) Biomass pattern diversity,
including the number of patches (three), the differences in
biomass between modulated and unmodulated patches
(differences in y-value), and their structural organization
(the space between two patches). (c) Resource pattern diversity, including the number of patches (three), the differences in resources between modulated and unmodulated
patches, and their structural organization.

Figure 4. Landscape modulation by the formation of multiple layers of biomass and water patches. Model simulations show
the effect of landscape-modulator (LM) traits (soil modulation and root water exploitation) on biomass and soil moisture
for the same amount of rainfall. At high levels of exploitation and at all levels of modulation, LM biomass is high and forms
a water-deprived patch (a, d). At intermediate expoitaton levels, LM biomass is intermediate, with a water-enriched patch
at high modulation (b) or a water-deprived patch at low modulation (e). At low levels of exploitation, high modulation
creates a water-enriched patch ©, while at low modulation, the LM cannot persist (f). Reprinted from Gilad and colleagues
(2004). © 2007 by the American Physical Society.
www.biosciencemag.org
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example, in arid areas, a landscape composed of rock and soil
patches (physical patchiness) creates soil moisture patchiness due to runoff water generated in the rocky patches that
flows and infiltrates into the soil patches. Creating a multilayer
patchwork through physical processes differs fundamentally
from the creation of multilayer patchiness through
landscape modulation. Physical creation of multilayer
patchiness is due to redistribution of resources, whereas
landscape-modulator-generated multilayer patchiness is the
product of modulation and exploitation. Multilayer patchiness as a factor in controlling biodiversity will be elaborated
in the next section.

Landscape modulators and species diversity
Thus far we have explored the development of landscape
diversity that emerges from complex interactions among
landscape modulators and their resources. To understand
how landscape diversity affects species richness, we have incorporated into our landscape-formation scheme the concept
of species filtering. This concept was developed to capture the
relationships between the number of species at local and at
regional scales, in order to understand the factors controlling
the establishment of local species assemblages from a larger
regional species pool (Keddy 1992, Pärtel et al. 1996, Zobel
1997). We use the concept in a more general way to understand the factors controlling the flow of species from a larger
spatial scale to a smaller one. If the landscape acts as a sieve
that controls species flow to and from the landscape, we view
the process of landscape modulation as a change in its speciesfiltering ability.
To illustrate the relationships between the processes of
landscape modulation and filtering, let us consider species
colonization by landscape-modulor and nonmodulator
species. At first, both types of species disperse from the
larger-scale species pool into the small-scale site. Their
establishment depends on the local ecological conditions of
the unmodulated landscape, which could include rainfall, soil
properties, and radiation fluxes. Through time, the landscapemodulator species creates landscape patterns with associated
multilayered resource patchiness, which constitutes a modification of local ecological conditions. The modified conditions enable colonization by new species that are adapted
to them. For example, shrubs modulate the landscape by
forming soil mounds under their canopies, and the mounds
create water-enriched patches by intercepting runoff. As a
result, species with high water requirements, which previously
could not occupy the area, can now colonize the mounds
(Breshears et al. 2003, Wright et al. 2006).
The process of changing local ecological conditions through
landscape modulation facilitates the filtering in of new species,
but at the same time, the new landscape may cause the extinction of other species. We elaborate later in this section on
the outcome of local colonization and extinction in terms of
species richness at the landscape level.
We have integrated the processes of landscape modulation
and species filtering into a conceptual model (figure 5). This
214 BioScience • March 2008 / Vol. 58 No. 3

model depicts the relationships between the dynamics of
species assemblages and the formation of biomass patterns and
multilayered resource patchiness in landscapes structured
by landscape modulators. In this framework, two types of filter determine local species richness. The first is controlled by
the ecological conditions of unmodulated patches (F1, F2, and
F3 in figure 5). The filters specify the properties of the environment without modulation. From the large species pool,
only species with physiological and ecological traits that fit the
environmental constraints establish locally. The ecological conditions of unmodulated patches are determined by climate
variables, soil properties, and ecological interactions such as
competition and predation. The second type of filter is controlled by landscape modulators that modify local ecological
conditions on a small scale (F4 and F5 in figure 5.) This filter represents the transition from macro- to microclimate and
from large-scale to small-scale soil properties. For example,
trees in a grove in the Negev Desert reduced global radiation
from 23.8 to 11.8 calories per square centimeter per hour.
Wind velocity was reduced from 4.9 meters per second in the
unmodulated area to 2.4 meters per second in the modulated
area (Schiller 2001).
The two types of filter identify four groups of species by
their associations with patches: landscape-modulator species,
independent species, unmodulated-dependent species, and
modulator-dependent species (figure 5). Landscape modulator species are those that create multilayered patchiness.
Local environmental conditions (F1 in figure 5) are the main
controller of their number and composition. Independent
species are those that fit into modulated and unmodulated
patches, also controlled by local environmental conditions
(F2 in figure 5). Unmodulated-dependent species are specific
to unmodulated patches and are controlled by local and
modified ecological conditions (F3 and F4, respectively, in
figure 5).
The conceptual model of figure 5 can help formulate the
expected relationships between (a) the development of landscape diversity and (b) species richness and composition at
the landscape level. The richness and composition of independent species vary insignificantly during the early stages of
landscape development. Landscape-level species richness is
controlled mainly by the balance between extinction of local
unmodulated-dependent species and colonization of
landscape-modulator-dependent species. At early stages of
landscape development, when landscape-modulator patches
are small and spotted, they do not affect the species richness
of unmodulated-dependent species. At this stage, the filtering of landscape-modulator-dependent species can only
increase, not decrease, species richness. Thus, a positive relationship exists between pattern development and species
number (figure 6). The landscape species richness continues
to increase until the modulated landscape begins to reduce the
number of species in the unmodulated area (figure 6,
region A). Reduction and fragmentation of the unmodulated area could decrease the number of species in the unmodulated area as a result of increasing landscape-modulator
www.biosciencemag.org
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Figure 5. The role of landscape-modulator (LM) species in species-filtering processes. In unmodulated landscapes, local
ecological conditions (F2 and F3) filter only two types of species from the species pool. Filtering of LM species by local
ecological conditions (F1) causes landscape modulation that modifies local conditions. These affect unmodulated-dependent
species negatively (F4) and LM-dependent species positively (F5).

biomass cover and changes in its pattern. For example, in
the early stages, when the landscape-modulator biomass
occurs as spots, the connectivity of the open, unmodulated
space is high. When a pattern of landscape modulation
develops and holes appear, the open space is surrounded by
landscape-modulator biomass and is fragmented.
The overall relationship of landscape species richness with
landscape-modulator development is either hump-shaped
or linear positive, related to three trajectories (figure 6). The
first trajectory implies an increase in species richness with
increasing biomass cover of landscape modulators (figure 6,
top line). This occurs when the colonization rate of landscapemodulator-dependent species is higher than the extinction rate
of unmodulated-dependent species. This transpires in semiarid systems where the growth of herbaceous vegetation is facilitated by shrub patches (Wright et al. 2006).
When the colonization rates of landscape-modulatordependent species are lower than the extinction rates of
unmodulated-dependent species, then the number of species
in the landscape decreases with landscape-modulator biomass
and with the development of its pattern (figure 6, region B).
When the landscape is totally covered by landscape-modulator
biomass, the number of species in the landscape can be higher
or lower than when the area was unmodulated (figure 6, region B middle and lower lines). The changes in species number due to biomass pattern formation are associated with
changes in species composition (figure 6, line C).
www.biosciencemag.org

Landscape modulation and formation
of species assemblages
In the previous section, we explored the relationships between (a) the spatial organization of biotically modulated landscape and (b) species number and composition at the
landscape level. However, species-richness patterns at the
landscape level emerge from species assemblage formation at
the patch level. We now broaden our view to include the association between (a) multilayered patchiness created by the
landscape modulator and (b) species assemblages. Multi-

Figure 6. Species richness as a function of area covered by
landscape-modulator (LM) species, often coupled with
unmodulated patch fragmentation.
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layer patchiness represents landscape diversity, whereas species
assemblages depict species diversity. Linking patchiness and
assemblages implies linking landscape and species diversity
into one biodiversity framework (Shachak et al. 2005). We present a graphical scheme that links patches and assemblages and
show its utility by generating a novel hypothesis on biodiversity
dynamics in a biotically modulated landscape.
The patch-assemblage association occurs at the scale where
interactions among individuals of various species and their
immediate environment take place. The interactions at this
scale are the mechanisms that create landscape biodiversity
patterns. Multilayered patchiness creates a contrast in resource density between landscape-modulator patches and
unmodulated patches (figure 3). The resource contrast at
the patch level determines the contrast in species assemblages, that is, the degree of similarity in species composition
between modulated and unmodulated patches. At low levels
of resource contrast, a large number of species occupy both
modulated and unmodulated patches, and the similarity
between species assemblages in the two patch types is high.
As multilayer patchiness develops through time, resource
contrast between the modulated and unmodulated patches
increases and assemblage similarity decreases.
In figure 7a and 7b, we introduce a two-dimensional representation demonstrating the coupling between the two
components of landscape and species diversity (resource
contrast and species assemblage similarity) and their trajectories over time. The x-axis shows the differences in resources,
while the y-axis describes the similarity in species composition between the modulated and unmodulated patches. A
point in the plane represents resource and assemblage contrast between modulated and unmodulated patches at a given
time. A set of points describes changes in patchiness contrast
and the associated changes in species assemblage similarity
over time. The x-axis could be quantified by a single resource
contrast, such as a difference in soil moisture between the patch
types, or an index that combines several resources. Species
assemblage similarity could be quantified by comparing
species composition between the two patch types, as, for example, the percentage of species common to the landscapemodulator patches and unmodulated patches, or any other
similarity index (Whittaker 1975).
In real landscapes created by modulator species, resource
contrast and species assemblages are constantly changing
because of the increase and decrease in landscape-modulator
biomass cover caused by natural and anthropogenic drivers.
The increase in landscape-modulator biomass is associated
with landscape development, where the landscape modulator disperses in space and creates landscape patterns. The
decrease is connected with landscape-modulator mortality
or biomass removal by natural and human-induced disturbances. The increase in biomass represents landscape development through time and is characterized by the expansion
of landscape modulators and the formation of multilayered
patchiness. At this stage, the resource contrast between
landscape-modulator patches and the unmodulated patches
216 BioScience • March 2008 / Vol. 58 No. 3

Figure 7. Dynamics of landscape-modulator (LM)
patches and biodiversity cycling. (a) The trajectory (with
time steps t1 to t5) of resource contrast and assemblage
similarity during the development of an LM patch. Resource contrast refers to the differences in resource density
between the modulated and unmodulated patches. Similarity of assemblages refers to the similarity between the
species assemblages in the modulated and unmodulated
patches. (b) The trajectory of resource contrast and similarity of assemblages during the decay of an LM patch.
(c) Biodiversity cycling loop demonstrating the changes
in resource contrast and species assemblage similarity as
a result of the development, renewal, maturation, and
decay of LM patches.

increases, while the similarity between landscape-modulatordependent and unmodulated-dependent species assemblages
decreases. It is reasonable to assume that the complex relationship between resource contrast and species assemblages
is not linear (figure 7a). At the onset of landscape modulation,
a time lag is expected between the progression of resource
contrast and the organization of species into assemblages. As
modulation progresses, the rate of species response to resource
modulation is accelerated. This results in a convex trajectory of biodiversity dynamics during the stage of landscape
development (figure 7a).
Decrease in biomass represents a different trajectory in
patch-assemblage dynamics (figure 7b). It represents degradation of the multilayered patchiness that accompanies
www.biosciencemag.org
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partial or complete destruction of the landscape pattern by
biomass removal. Biomass patterns are prone to decay as a result of senescence due to successional processes or natural and
human-induced disturbances of the landscape modulator.
These factors can modify the multilayered structure and, as
a consequence, affect the relationships between resource contrast and species assemblages. The main natural disturbances
that modify vegetation patterns are fire, herbivores, pathogens,
insect damage, and climatic disasters (Sousa 1984). Human
disturbances include fire, mechanical removal of biomass, and
livestock herbivory. Disturbed landscape-modulator patches
differ from modulated and unmodulated patches in relation
to biomass cover and resource concentration. For example,
after canopy removal of a modulated patch, contrasts in
water and light levels decrease between the disturbed modulated patch and the unmodulated patches. However, there
are still differences between unmodulated and disturbed
modulated patches, due to litter and roots that remain in
the disturbed patch.
The trajectory in the plane representing the relationship
between resource contrast and species assemblage similarity
during disturbance depicts the regression in landscape modulation that represents decay of the multilayered patchiness
formed by landscape modulators (figure 7b). Immediately
after disturbance, resource contrasts sharply decrease, while
species responses lag behind. The decay process continues
after the disturbance event, since disturbance is usually
associated with a positive feedback that intensifies its effect
(Suding et al. 2004). For example, after defoliation due to
insect attack, resource contrast in relation to radiation and soil
moisture is reduced. This decay process can be intensified by
physical factors such as rainfall and wind, which remove
litter or sediment at higher rates without the protection of the
canopy. The decay process traces a trajectory in the resource
contrast and species similarity plane, representing a process
of decreasing resource contrast and increasing species
assemblage similarity (figure 7b). The shape of the trajectory
and the rate of movement from high contrast and low similarity to low contrast and high similarity depends on the
specific resources affected by the disturbance and the time lag
of species responses. The overall effect of the decay process
on species assemblages is controlled by the intensity of the initial disturbance, the strength of positive feedbacks following
disturbance, and the extinction rate of landscape-modulatordependent species. We suggest that the slow response of
species at the onset of the decay process and the accelerated
response to the positive feedback result in a concave trajectory (figure 7b).
The graphical presentation (figure 7a, 7b) of landscapespecies interactions captures the basic difference between
physical and modulator-induced landscape mosaics. On an
ecological timescale, a physical landscape mosaic is relatively
stable, whereas a biotically modulated landscape is prone to
frequent changes due to biomass growth and removal.
Although the role of biota in creating heterogeneity has been
recognized, the basic differences between the effects of physwww.biosciencemag.org

ical and modulator-induced landscape mosaics on biodiversity have not been explicitly formulated (Turner 2005). We emphasize the differences by formulating a biodiversity cycling
hypothesis that depicts the regularity of biodiversity changes
in a biotically modulated landscape.

Landscape modulation and biodiversity cycling
Combining the development and decay trajectories generates
a model that sums up the essence of biodiversity dynamics in
biotically modulated landscapes. The model suggests that
the dynamics of resource contrast and species assemblage
similarity create a loop trajectory (figure 7c). We define the
coupled movement of landscape and species diversity components through time as biodiversity cycling. We regard the
biodiversity cycle model as a hypothesis, since the model
emerges from theoretical reasoning that assumes nonlinearity and time lags (Norgaard and Baer 2005). An alternative
hypothesis is that development and decay follow the same
trajectory.
To capture more stages in biodiversity cycling, we add
maturation and recovery stages to the development and
decay stages. Maturation implies that the landscape pattern
has reached an asymptotic stage at which the resource contrast is at a maximum, and similarity between unmodulateddependent assemblages and landscape-modulator species
assemblages is minimal. Recovery occurs when the landscape
modulator produces new biomass after the disturbance. The
general pattern of recovery is similar to the patch development
processes: an increase in resource contrast and a decrease in
assemblage similarity between landscape-modulator patches
and unmodulated patches. According to the biodiversity
cycling hypothesis, biodiversity dynamics constitute a hysteresis
phenomenon, that is, the effect lags behind its cause. The formation of species assemblages lags behind resource contrast
creation. Hysteresis also implies that decay and recovery
pathways are different, that is, under similar resource contrasts,
two sets of assemblages with different degrees of similarity can
coexist. According to this model, under the same resource
contrast, higher similarity between landscape-modulator
patches and unmodulated patches is expected in the development than in the decay phase.
Testing the biodiversity cycling hypothesis is vital, because
if it accurately describes processes in nature, then we will be
able to predict the trajectory of biodiversity changes over
time on the basis of initial conditions. Initial conditions identify the direction of the trajectory in the plane representing
resource contrast and assemblage similarity. For example,
at a given resource contrast after disturbance, the trajectory
is toward lower contrast and higher similarity. However, if
the initial contrast is in the recovery phase, the trajectory is
toward higher contrast and lower similarity.
This is important when considering changes caused by
human-induced disturbances. Studying biodiversity in modulated landscapes addresses the drivers and changes in the
number and organization of species and patches (Boeken et
al. 2005). If the hypothesis describes the actual situation of
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many landscapes, which are constantly changing because of
recovery after repeated disturbances, then our current view
on biodiversity-ecosystem relationships should be extended
(Loreau et al. 2001). This implies that ecosystem processes of
biotically modulated landscapes are cycling because of changes
in the assemblages that carry them out. The biodiversity cycling hypothesis suggests that species and ecosystem functions,
such as productivity and nutrient fluxes, are linked through
landscape modulation.
The biodiversity cycling hypothesis raises questions in
relation to conditions in which biodiversity cycling does not
occur, and to the evolutionary consequences of biodiversity
cycling. Under low frequency and intensity of disturbances
to landscape modulators, and high rates of landscape modulator recovery, there may not be sufficient time for the
decay process to occur. Therefore, under these conditions, the
trajectories before and after disturbance are similar. As for
evolutionary responses, according to Silver and Di Paolo
(2006) and Boogert and colleagues (2006), spatial effects
such as those exhibited by landscape modulators may favor
the evolution of niche construction. If this is true, then biodiversity cycling should reinforce itself through evolutionary processes.

Testing the biodiversity cycling hypothesis requires longterm experiments that track the trajectories discussed above
(figure 7a, 7b). In Israel, we designed a network of experiments
to test the biodiversity cycling hypothesis (box 2). These
experiments examine the changes in resource contrast and
species assemblages of herbaceous vegetation and various
taxa of invertebrates along a modulation gradient of woody
vegetation (figure 8). The gradient includes landscapemodulator cover, biomass density, and spatial patterns, ranging from arid shrubland with spotted, sparse cover of woody
vegetation to mesic Mediterranean woodland with dense
tree cover. The research focuses on the maturation and
decay phases, where decay is driven by aboveground biomass removal.

Conclusions: Landscape
modulation and biodiversity
Ecological entities such as genes, species, or patches have
three basic diversity properties: numbers, differences, and
organization (Gaston 1996, Shachak et al. 2005). In a landscape created by woody vegetation, the number and density
of biomass patches, the differences in resource density among
patches, and the structural organization of the patches into

Box 2. Experimental test of the biodiversity cycling hypothesis.
The biodiversity cycling hypothesis captures the essence of biodiversity dynamics in landscapes modulated by woody plants. It
encompasses landscape formation through vegetation and species filtering. Thus, the hypothesis can be viewed as an umbrella for
testing concepts, models, and hypotheses related to the framework of woody plants as landscape modulators. In Israel, we designed a
network of experiments to test the biodiversity cycling hypothesis and related hypotheses. The study is carried out at five long-term
ecological research sites representing a gradient of rainfall and woody vegetation cover and patterns (figure 8). Currently, we focus on
the maturation and decay phases of biodiversity cycling. The decay studies are experimentally based on removal of aboveground
biomass of the woody landscape modulators and partial defoliation by domestic livestock. The study examines the long-term changes in
resource contrast and species assemblage similarity between landscape-modulator patches and unmodulated patches for herbaceous
plants and various taxa of invertebrates. In relation to maturation and decay, we test (a) whether the filtering strength of the landscape
modulator increases, decreases, or is hump-shaped along the gradient; (b) whether the filtering effect of the landscape modulator on
species assemblages of various taxa and trophic levels depends on resource contrast or organism traits; (c) whether filtering depends on
woody vegetation patterns; and (d) whether changes in species filtering and assemblage formation during the decay process depend on
the degree of disturbance to biomass patches. In addition, we study whether different resources, taxonomic groups, food-web functional
groups, and disturbance agents affect the shape, size, and duration of the cycle.
Figure 9a is an example of preliminary results related to the changes in annual plant species assemblages during the decay process. The
figure is a principal component analysis ordination plot for herbaceous plant assemblages in three patch types (unmodulated patches,
modulated patches, and disturbed modulated patches) on north- and south-facing slopes in a Mediterranean woodland. Modulated
patches are similar and unmodulated patches are dissimilar to each other, while both patch types are segregated. The very small
variability of the modulated patches illustrates the overriding effect of multilayered patch formation on species composition. Canopy
removal of modulated patches increased similarity with unmodulated patches.
In figure 9b, the similarity (D) between the modulated and unmodulated patches during maturation is low (calculated as D = 1 – d,
from the Bray-Curtis distance d = Σ nik – njk  / (nik + njk) for k species in samples i and j). After disturbance of the modulated patch
by canopy removal (decay), species assemblage similarity between the disturbed modulated and unmodulated patches increased. This
supports a basic premise of the biodiversity cycling hypothesis, that a reduction in resource contrast during landscape-modulator patch
decay increases assemblage similarity (see figure 7b).
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Figure 8. Long-term ecological research sites (with annual rainfall) along a rainfall gradient in Israel. The sites have the same
experimental design in order to test the biodiversity cycling hypothesis. Pictures show typical vegetation patterns of the sites.
Satellite image courtesy of National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Photographs: Moshe Shachak and Bertrand
Boeken. Abbreviations: km, kilometer; mm, millimeter; yr, year.

Figure 9. Changes in (a) herbaceous
species assemblages and (b) similarity of
three patch types during the decay phase
caused by canopy removal. (a) Principal
component analysis (PCA) ordination of
herbaceous plants in Adulam during
spring 2005. Black symbols represent unmodulated patches; open symbols,
patches modulated by trees; gray symbols,
modulated patches disturbed by canopy
removal; squares, north-facing slope (N);
and circles, south-facing slope (S). (b)
Trajectories of annual plant species assemblage in a phase plane of resource
contrast and species similarity, due to the
diminishing contrast of global radiation.
www.biosciencemag.org
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patterns define landscape diversity. For each landscape diversity
component, there is an analog in species diversity. The analog of number of patches is number of species. The resource
differences are analogous to the differences among species
assemblages associated with each patch type. The analog to
structural organization is species composition and species
abundance in the assemblages. The three diversity components
of modulator-induced landscapes are interdependent and
linked through the biomass pattern.
The dynamic process of biomass pattern formation results in a spatial configuration that incorporates the number,
size, and spatial arrangement of the patches and the distribution of resources. Species distribution and abundance in the
landscape-modulator-induced landscape are linked to biomass
and resource patterns by species filtering processes. Filtering
processes are controlled by species availability from the larger
regional species pool; the ability of these species to disperse
into the modulator-induced landscape; and the traits that enable them to establish, grow, and reproduce in the variety of
patch types in the landscape (Zobel 1997). The landscape-level
products of species filtering are a variety of species assemblages
associated with the landscape-modulator patches and the
unmodulated area. Each assemblage encompasses species
richness and compositional organization. Therefore, pattern
formation and filtering processes, by their net effects on resources and species contrast, are the two core processes that
link species and patches in a biotically induced landscape.
We suggest the biodiversity cycling hypothesis (figure 7c)
that integrates resource contrast and assemblage similarity
as a tool for future studies of biodiversity dynamics in
modulator-induced landscapes. We propose that the biodiversity cycling framework (figure 7) can generate specific
hypotheses concerning the shape, dimensions, and duration
of the cycles in relation to different resources, taxonomical
groups, food-web functional groups, and disturbance agents.
Assemblage similarity and resource contrast can be measured in the field, and therefore hypotheses can be tested. In
addition, the mechanisms that drive and connect the changes
in resource and species contrasts can be investigated.
The landscape-modulator and biodiversity cycling concepts
require rethinking of the processes controlling biodiversity at
the landscape scale. This is because landscape-scale biodiversity
processes have theoretical implications that are crucial for the
conservation, restoration, and management of biodiversity
(Steiner and Kohler 2003, Waldhart 2003). These concepts may
also be useful in confronting environmental problems such
as global climate change and habitat fragmentation and
degradation.
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